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One of the common causes of damage to walls
and building systems in multi-family units is
saturated and plugged venting in dryer-exhaust
systems.

cooling systems or other services that are located
within a floor, wall or ceiling that forms a
boundary between strata lots, or between a strata
lot and the common property.

A Kelowna strata recently discovered the drastic
effects of a plugged exhaust. The venting
through the deck areas had become plugged and
all of the moisture was backing up and being
absorbed by the drywall and the wood structure.
A full dryer load can exhaust up to two litres of
moisture and, over several months, that can
convert into gallons of water absorbed into the
building systems, walls, drywall and the building
envelope.

Tips: An aggressive maintenance plan should
include the venting within the building systems.
Think of the vent-cleaning as being comparable
to the 5,000-km oil change for your car. The
prevention can save thousands of dollars in
damages, diminished property values and
disruptions in the lives of the owners.

In this case, the result was the rot and collapse of
the ceiling of the deck area. The strata had to pay
a total of more than $11,000 to cover the damage
to deck and wall areas. The strata thought the
owner should pay because it was his dryer.
However, this is a duct within a floor that forms
a common boundary and is therefor the strata's
responsibility.
Strata law: The term "common property"
includes pipes, wires, cables, chutes, ducts and
other facilities for the passage or provision of
water, sewage, drainage, gas, oil, electricity,
telephone, radio, TV, garbage, heating and
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